
Warming
DRAWER
PRODUCT CODE: EVWDB

Easy clean AAA grade enamel interior.
Clean stainless steel using only recommended stainless steel cleaning products. No 
abrasives, corrosive detergents, bleaches or acids not required for cleaning the oven.

Electrical Requirements 230-240V / 50HZ - 10AMP

Power Consumption Rated input power 
(convection):1000W

Oven Volume Capacity 22L Cavity Size

Weight 20kg

SPECIFICATIONS:

FEATURES:

PRODUCT DIMENTIONS:

+ Food & crockery warming drawer
+ Suits the compact Valencia series
+ 22L Cavity size
+ 25kg maximum loading capacity
+ Digital touch control
+ Easy push touch telescopic sliding system
+ Stainless steel cavity
+ Two-time duration selection
+ Digital touch control
+ Easy push touch telescopic sliding system
+ Stainless steel cavity
+ Two-time duration selection
+ Black glass design

THREE WARMING FUNCTIONS 
Functions are designed for all your needs, no matter if you want to either keep your 
food warm, or simply warm up your cups or dinner plates. 

FIVE TEMPERATURE SETTING LEVEL
Different temperature range is allocated to each function, which gives flexibility in 
choosing your desired temperature. 

LOW TEMPERATURE COOKING
Cooking meat at a low temperature over a long period of time, is a great way to lock 
in the moisture, adding freshness and flavour, which will also prevent the loss of 
nutrition. 

LARGE STORAGE CAPACITY
Extended size gives you great storage space to load 6 sets of standard plates. 

TIME DURATION SELECTION
This function provides you with a different operating time. You can simply choose how 
long you need. 

ANTI- SLIP MAT PROTECTION 
The design is perfect to secure the position of plates or cups inside the draw, and 
prevent plates or cups moving or falling, while sliding out.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Warranty

DISCLAIMER: Please note that the measurements and model appearances may change 
at any time. Euro Appliances reserves the right to change the specifications without notice.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT TOLL-FREE 1800 440 335 www.euroappliances.com.au
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